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Recent CFIUS Developments
 13 Aug 2018 – Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018, Title XVII, Pub. L. 115-232
 Some provisions “effective” immediately

 Others “effective,” but require regulations to implement
 All to be implemented within 18 months → 15 Feb 2020 (or 30 days after Final Rule published)
 11 Oct 2018 – Initial FIRRMA implementing regulations

 11 Oct 2018 – Interim Rule for Pilot Program re Critical Technologies (effective 10 Nov 2018)
 19 Nov 2018 – ANPR for “Emerging Technologies”

 2018 - $1 million penalty imposed for breach of 2016 CFIUS mitigation agreement
 Spring 2019 – Press reports of CFIUS seeking to unwind 2016 Chinese company’s acquisition of Grindr
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FIRRMA Revisions Still To Be Implemented
 Filing Fees
 Lesser of $300,000 or 1% of transaction value (but not to exceed cost)
 Study of feasibility and merits of employing a “prioritization” fee
 Abbreviated voluntary declarations

 Mandatory Declarations re
 Critical Infrastructure (now to expressly include supplying or servicing)
 Possession of PII for US citizens
 “Substantial interest” by entity owned/controlled by a foreign government
 Definitions:
 “Covered transactions” to include real estate and “other investments”
 Revising “Foreign Person” to specify criteria to limit application to certain foreign persons from certain
countries
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Critical Technologies Pilot Program - Overview
 Mandatory Declarations for certain investments implicating “critical technologies”
 Two Questions:
 Is the investment in a “Pilot Program U.S. Business”?

•

Has “Critical Technology”

•

Used or specially designed for “Pilot Program Industry”

 If so, is the investment a “Pilot Program Covered Transaction”?
 Parties may elect to submit a Written Notice instead
 Would do so, if the type of transaction for which a JVN would be considered appropriate (e.g.,
classified contracts; key supplier to USG agency, etc.)
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CFIUS Pilot Program Decision Tree
Is this a “Pilot Program Covered Transaction”?

Is Target a “Pilot Program U.S. Business”?

No

NO MANDATORY DECLARATION REQUIRED
No

No
Target includes
US Biz that
produces, designs,
tests,
manufacturers,
fabricates or
develops “Critical
Technology”?

Yes

Utilized in
connection with
US Biz’s activity
in 1 or more
“Pilot Pgm
Industries”?

No

Designed by US
Biz specifically
for use in “Pilot
Pgm Industry”?

Yes

Yes

Could investment
result in foreign
control of the
Pilot Pgm US
Biz?

Yes
“Critical Technology”: Controlled technologies
including “emerging & foundational” technologies
yet to be defined.
“Pilot Pgm Industry”: One of the 27 industries in
Annex A of Interim Rules as defined by NAICS
codes.

No

Will foreign investor
have any of following
rights:
1) access to “material
non-public technical
information”;
2) Seat/Observer on
Board (or nomination); or
3) role in substantive
decisionmaking re use,
development, acquisition
or release of “Critical
Technology”?
Yes

MANDATORY DECLARATION IS REQUIRED
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Pilot Program – Timing & Process
 CFIUS has developed a 5-page standardized form to be
submitted electronically
 Shorter, but some questions are broader and all must be
certified as accurate and complete
 Must be submitted NLT 45 days before transaction concluded
 CFIUS has 30 days (from acceptance) to provide one of four
potential responses:
 Requests full written notice;
 Inform parties that CFIUS cannot “conclude” action;
 Initiate unilateral review; or
 Notify that CFIUS has “concluded all action.”
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Some Other Major Developments
 Increased focus on mitigation agreements & letters of assurance
 CFIUS more aggressively imposing restrictions as condition of clearance
 First known fine for breach:

 CFIUS Action on 2016 Beijing Kunlun Tech Co-Grindr Transaction
 More than 3 years after acquisition
 Motivated by Grindr’s possession of significant PII?
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Export Controls
•

Increasing US export enforcement targeting China and Russia
– Notable Entity List designations and ongoing OEE scrutiny of diversion to PRC government end users
• 8 Chinese entities and 36 subordinate institutions the Entity List
• Large state-owned enterprises and their subsidiaries, high-tech research institutions
• ZTE, Huawei, Fujian Jinhua
– OEE investigations targeting diversion to PRC Entity List users
– Increasing denial of technology transfer licenses to PRC and Russia
– ECRA Section 1759 inter-agency review of export controls under the EAR on transactions involving
“military end uses and military end users” in arms embargoed countries
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Export Controls
•

•

Export Control Reform Act (ECRA) -- imposing higher walls around emerging and foundational technologies
– Requires BIS to identify “emerging” and “foundational technologies” that “are essential to the national
security of the United States”
– Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking fall of 2018 / 2019
• Does not seek to alter existing controls on technology already specifically described in the CCL
• 231 comments submitted primarily by higher learning institutions and industry
• Possible new controls: 5 ECCNs under consideration: drones; quantum technology –
spring/summer 2019
Cyber surveillance technology: proposed rule for end-use/end-user of the technology to implement 2017
WA language
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Export Controls
•

ITAR / DDTC
– Final version of 126.4 exemption in effect as of April 19, 2019
• Broadens authorization for exports by or for a department or agency of the U.S. government
without an export license
– Now explicitly allows permanent exports, not just temporary
– Clearly allows exports to a department or agency of USG at its request, even to 126.1
countries
– Also allows exports to an entity other than USG, but must be at the written direction of a USG
department or agency or pursuant to an international agreement or arrangement (broadly
worded)
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Supply Chain
•

“Supply chain risk management (SCRM) bridges expertise from acquisition, information management,
logistics, intelligence, counterintelligence, security, and cyber to share threat assessments, vulnerabilities,
and mitigation information”
– ODNI, National Counterintelligence and Security Center
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Supply Chain
•

MITRE Report: Deliver Uncompromised
– Provides 15 courses of action recommending short, medium, and long term actions to address supply
chain security
– Reforms necessary: DoD, DIB, supplier networks
– Software is an issue but not the only issue
– Fundamental changes required in:
• Acquisition planning
• Assignment of risk
• Investment
• Compliance versus incentive
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Supply Chain
•

2019 NDAA
– Section 885 – Process to limit foreign access to technology
– Section 889 – Prohibits procurement of “covered telecommunications equipment or services” from
certain PRC entities (including Huawei and ZTE)
• Follows Kaspersky ban from 2018 NDAA
– Section 1654 – identification of countries of concern regarding cybersecurity
– Section 1655 – mitigation of risks to national security posed by providers of IT products and services
(establishes disclosure obligation and prohibitions where there is a risk of foreign government
influence)

•

SECURE Technology Act

•

Navy Policy Memo
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Supply Chain
•

Cases
– Kaspersky Lab, Inc. v United States Dept. of Homeland Sec., 909 F.3d 446 (D.C. Cir. 2018)
– Iron Bow Tech., LLC v. United States, 136 Fed. Cl. 519 (2018)

•

Practical Considerations
– Shift from compliance to incentive
– Understanding the requirements
– Understanding supply chain (especially foreign)
– Incorporate into compliance program
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